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“I’d pay whatever 
it took for Airbase 
to do their magic. 
They’re excellent.”

James Welch, Embryo Digital

airbase.agency



Launching an 
E-commerce Revolution

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

The Ultimate 
Supplement 

Experience

LYMA has redefined the supplement industry.

Their supplement is unique in using nine peer-reviewed 
ingredients in one ultimate formula, combining the best 
ingredients with the best science to help people feel their 
absolute best.

And such was demand when it launched, it sold out almost 
immediately.

LYMA’s founders recognised they needed customer journeys that 
not only delivered the best experience, as befits the brand, but 
were also reliable, adaptable and scalable.

They turned to Airbase for help.



The LYMA 
Journey

The LYMA supplement is itself not so much a product as a 

wellness journey. Sold on subscription, the benefits of taking 

LYMA accrue over several months.

Working with the founders, we mapped out a benefits-based customer 

journey and identified key phases of that journey to help shape customer 

communications and drive engagement.

As well as providing support and value to customers, the automated journey 

is designed to minimise churn in the early months and maximise retention 

beyond 6 months.

Our Work Working closely with LYMA’s leadership team, designers and 

developers, we planned and built a series of interwoven 

automations, combined with custom integrations with the brand’s 

purpose-built ecommerce platform. 

The result is a large-scale process that delivers marketing, customer service 

and transactional messages to tens of thousands of people in a complete, 

personalised journey.

Combined with on-site and off-site behaviour tracking and an extensive 

contact tagging schema, this journey has also afforded detailed data 

segmentation and targeting, allowing us to create localised campaigns to 

support customer acquisition and retention, and to mitigate risk of churn in the 

customer journey.

Over 3 years of partnership with LYMA so far, our agile approach has delivered 

numerous iterations of the supplement customer journey, with version 4.0 due 

for launch in the coming months.
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“Airbase have done an excellent job. We targeted increases in 
retention and I’m pleased with the progress we’ve made, without 
additional demands on resources.”

Simon Goff CEO, LYMA

The Results Having taken the supplement world by storm from day one, with a product 

of unparalleled quality, LYMA has been determined to deliver a customer 

experience to match, and to do so at scale.

The brand has enjoyed dizzying success, and we’re proud to have been an 

integral part of that growth.

4 Months
from discovery phase

to launch

16%
growth in monthly 
recurring revenue

211%
return on investment

in 6 months

15,000
records migrated to 

new journey

76%
average email 

engagement rate



Setting the Pace in
Financial Services

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Enjoying the 
Moments that 

Matter Most

Wealth management company Periscope Wealth 
discovered Airbase at a turning point. 

Periscope believes that financial success is having enough money 
to enjoy the moments that matter most. 

They knew technology could deliver a whole new level of growth 
to the business, helping them realise that vision for more clients 
and enhance their customer offering.

Previous sales and marketing campaigns had focused on 
outbound telesales and their lead management was informal. 

With our help, they set about creating a more consistent, scalable 
process for lead generation and management. Here’s how.



Periscope’s 
Challenge

Periscope’s outbound sales and marketing campaigns were ad 
hoc, making them tricky to optimise or analyse through KPIs. 

The sales team couldn’t see the wood for the trees thanks to the volume of 

outbound campaigns they were running. To challenge this, they needed to 

formalise their approach to winning new business and achieve consistent, 

increasing figures on a daily basis.

 

They needed to better qualify opportunities so they could target the right 

people, at the right time. What’s more, they needed to broaden their routes 

to market by adding layers to their marketing activity – which was impossible 

without the right tech.

Our Work Working closely with Periscope’s leadership team, our goal was to 
clarify their processes, and get the team working together more 
effectively so that they could better uncover - and act on - sales 
opportunities.

Applying our unique implementation framework, we paired Periscope with a 

suitable automation platform – one that complemented their strengths and 

allowed us to create tailor-made processes. 

We incorporated lead-capturing tools like a risk-profiling questionnaire and 

complimentary will assessment, so their team could prioritise their time and 

qualify leads quicker.

Marketing automation technology isn’t commonly associated with financial 

service companies. Yet it’s a great way to free up time so team members can 

focus on closing more business.
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“Having somebody with experience over multiple industries and 

campaigns has been invaluable for us. It’s not just about the automation 

which helps in converting more clients but it is more about knowing 

what DOESN’T WORK before we waste money trying it. I see Airbase as 

an outsource Marketing and Operations Director rolled into one.”

Jonathan Paton, General Manager, Periscope Wealth

The Results With their processes simplified and in sync, Periscope Wealth saw 
an immediate increase in opportunities. 

Secondary services have room to grow now that they can focus 
less on outbound, and the ability to quickly disqualify leads means 
resources are being better spent.
 
Periscope quickly found the freedom to capture, secure and 
nurture their leads in new and innovative ways.



300% Growth
for leading German brand

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Bierschenke
a Bavarian beer-hall & beer retailer

The goals:

• Develop a new brand style

 to communicate the quality 

 & character of offering

• Manage communications 

 with existing customers to 

 maximise retention during 

 relaunch

• Build awareness & traffic 

 from prospective customers 

• Maximise the potential of 

 online marketing for raising 

 awareness & driving sales

1 What we did:

• Created a strong, consistent 

 visual style & key marketing 

 messages

• Designed & implemented online

 marketing, including web

 landing pages & targeted emails

• Used online & offline tactics 

 to drive web traffic & generate 

 mailing list sign-ups

• Actively engaged with new & 

 existing customers to involve 

 them in the Bierschenke story

2 The results:

• High levels of sales from 

 both new & existing customers 

• Sustained revenue throughout 

 historically quiet seasons in  

 excess of targets

• More than 1450 mailing list 

 sign-ups & an email 

 engagement rate of 67%

• 1500 advance sales for

 key Oktoberfest events and

 promotions

3

“Phil & his team was the right choice. They worked hard to understand our business and turn 
that into effective processes. New & repeat sales have exceeded our own high expectations.”

Oliver Heller Co-Owner, Bierschenke

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency



CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

£million+ launch
for new food brand

Hickory’s Smokehouse
a new-concept American BBQ brand, owned and operated by Cocktails Unlimited

The goals:

• Build awareness & sales in an 

already crowded market

• Support the development 

and design of the new BBQ 

concept

• Develop an omni-channel 

approach to develop the 

brand’s reputation as a 

premium & popular offering

• Build a strong brand identity 

to communicate a new 

concept

1 What we did:

• Provided strategic guidance from 

the earliest stages of development

• Created a strong brand identity, 

working with business owners 

and management team

• Developed a marketing strategy 

and targeted omni-channel 

campaigns

• Delivered automated marketing 

communications to build profile 

and reputation, and to grow sales

2 The results:

• Complete marketing campaign, 

from planning to delivery in 

under 3 months

• Sales far exceeding initial 

projections in the first 12 months 

of operation

• More than 3000 sign-ups to the 

mailing list pre-launch

• Within 3 years of launch, the 

Hickory’s brand attracted multi-

million VC investment to support 

further growth

3

“Phil & the team delivered consistently creative ideas on time and on budget.”

John Welsh Managing Director, Hickory’s Smokehouse

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency



What People Say

“Although we already had a marketing company helping us with 
marketing activities, we realise we may have previously wasted 
a lot of time and money by making marketing much more 
complicated than it needs to be.

Going right back to basics has been brilliant for us. We all had a 
light-bulb moment.

We have been given tools that we can now apply to the rest of 
our marketing to keep everything consistent and appealing to 
our ideal customers. 

Our perception of marketing has changed; we are now thinking 
of how we can get the right prospects to ‘put their hand up’.

The process has been useful for all aspects of our marketing 
going forward.”

Joe Joinson Director, Protos Networks

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency



What People Say

“I thought your service would cost a lot more than it did. I was 
conscious of the time I would have to invest both one-on-one 
with yourself, but also outside of that context.

I now have a greater understanding of the challenges facing my 
prospects and clients. 

I feel that I am better equipped to formulate and implement a 
more effective marketing strategy while always being aware of 
the need to test and measure this activity.

The thing I liked best about our work together was the 
structured approach you take.

I’d happily recommend your services. I genuinely believe your 
work will deliver a sizeable return on investment.

You clearly care greatly about the value you deliver to your 
clients, and while I have engaged with other marketing 
consultants in the past, I believe your methodology will benefit 
me personally moving forwards. Thanks Phil.”

Paul Hilton Managing Partner, CSS Telecoms

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency



What People Say

“I just wanted to say a massive thank you. Just hearing these 
things is extremely beneficial in saving me time and cash as 
well as simply giving me hope. These gems Phil can change my 
future and save frustration. Thank you again!”

Adrian Massey Founder, C’go Drinks

“Working with Phil removes the confusion. It simplifies things. 
I got stuff done that works. My enquiries have trebled in less 
than a month. And not just any enquires. The ones that pay 
most.”

Jasper Walshe Jasper Walshe & Associates

“You knew exactly how to get the results I wanted. Thank you!”

Sam Allsop Wrenbury Hall Conferences & Events

“You really understand what I want to achieve and this shows 
in your work. The results you achieves are spot on.”

Lucy Nelson Nelson Hotels

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency



Who is Phil Slorick?

Airbase Founder and CEO Phil Slorick is a leading marketing 

strategist and self-confessed automation geek. 

As a consultant, speaker, author and mentor to businesses 

of all kinds around the world, Phil is known for his clear, 

straight-talking and down-to-earth approach. 

For more than 25 years he’s helped businesses get clarity 

on how to attract the customers they want and grow their 

profits with less stress, fewer headaches and more fun.

He’s also an experienced 

business owner who bears 

the scars of launching and 

growing multiple businesses of his own.

Phil has been trained and mentored by some of the world’s 

leading marketing experts and has created marketing programmes 

to launch and grow multiple £million+ businesses.
Phil’s unique model for
implementing automation

www.airbase.agency

Discover how you could benefit.

Please contact Phil Slorick on +44 (0)161 533 0435 or phil@airbase.agency
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Are You...
• Struggling to grow your business as fast as you’d like?
• Frustrated by the lack of time & resources needed to grow your business?
• Longing for consistent & predictable sales from loyal, repeat clients?

If you’re ready to take action, we can help.
 
We understand the challenges you’re facing and how to fix them. We’ll provide a custom-
designed, automated sales & marketing process that delivers the results you want: more sales 
with less work & less stress.

You’ll get a sales & marketing process that works without you, and lets you track & measure 
every result so you can clearly see what’s working and what isn’t.

We’re a good fit for you if you want:

• A more focused, successful & enjoyable sales process
• Better quality customers who are more loyal, more profitable & easier to work with
• Extra time, energy & resources for you & your team to do more of the stuff you do best… 

and more of the stuff you enjoy

Our full range of services will help you streamline your sales & marketing, 
making them more profitable and effective:
 
• Sales & marketing automation strategy
• Lead nurturing
• Sales automation
• Sales attribution tracking & reporting
• CRM & marketing automation platform consulting
• Email, SMS & online chat automation
• Multi-channel marketing automation
• Customer retention
• Data management & reporting 

If you’re ready to take back control, keep more clients and make more sales more 
easily, then get in touch today.


